Abstract
influencing muscle operating lengths is muscle-tendon compliance. Zajac (Zajac, 1989) initially 30 suggested that even in "isometric" (fixed-end) contractions, muscle fibers will shorten due to the 31 stretch of the tendon, an effect exaggerated at higher activation levels due to greater forces. The 32 result is that the operating ranges for muscles with compliant tendons shift to the left on the 33 force-length curve with increasing activation. This theoretical prediction has been experimentally 34 The purpose of this study is to undertake the first comprehensive assessment of how tendon 68 elasticity and activation-dependent shifts in optimal fiber lengths combine to influence force-69 length operating ranges. To this end, we integrated a comparative and computational approach, 70 the combination of which is well suited to illuminate these relationships. We developed a 71 computational musculoskeletal model of the 72 guinea fowl pelvic-limb ( experimentally. We simulated the force-length operating range for 39 actuators (Table 1) under 91 thousands of combinations of activation and posture to distill the influence of tendon elasticity 92 and activation on force-length operating range (Fig. 1) . This computational approach enabled us 93 to extrapolate overall patterns and to systematically tease out the contributions of individual 94 factors; for example, the role of the initial passive (pre-activation) lengths of muscles, activation 95 dependent optimal fiber lengths, and tendon compliance on muscle operating length. 96
97
We addressed three questions: 1) Averaging across all muscles, how does activation level 98 interact with muscle-tendon unit (MTU) compliance, initial passive muscle length and/or 99 activation-dependent shifts in L0 to alter the length and force generating capacity of muscles? 2) 100
Under what combinations do these factors meaningfully influence force generating capacity of 101 an individual muscle? 3) How do these factors influence the force and/or torque generating 102 capacity during a low-activation isometric task like standing? 103
Methods

104
OpenSim Model development
105
Our approach to explore these questions was to build a realistic detailed musculoskeletal model. 106
This was done first in SIMM software (Delp and Loan, 1995) and subsequently converted to 107
OpenSim (Seth et al., 2018) . This model incorporated several experimental measurements of 108 muscle and skeletal properties as well as steps to validate the model accuracy (Fig. 2) . A 109 detailed description of each modelling step is provided in the Supplemental Material and 110 summarized below. 111
112
The modeling began by digitizing the 3D muscle-tendon paths of the model animal (1.45 kg). 113
This was achieved by isolating the pelvic limb and systematically dissecting off each muscle-114 tendon-unit (MTU) from the right limb (kept fresh/frozen). The muscle-tendon path from origin 115 to insertion was traced using an optical tracking system (Polaris, Northern Digital, Waterloo, 116 ON). A total of 39 MTUs were defined for this study (for a complete muscle list of the model see 117
Supplemental Material), with some large muscles being divided into sub-muscles. Care was 118 taken to capture the geometry of MTU paths across articulating surfaces, which were used to 119 define muscle wrapping surfaces in SIMM software. Muscle architecture was measured on the 120 model specimen as well as four additional animals (1.46  0.1 kg; mean  SD) for comparison. 121
Experimental muscle architecture measurements included the muscle mass and free tendon mass 122 and length. The left limb was fixed (10% neutral buffered formalin) in mid-swing posture and 123 used to measure muscle fiber lengths (Lf) and pennation angles. Bundles of fascicles were 124 isolated and used for sarcomere length measurements (Ls) based on second harmonic generation 125 using two-photon laser microscopy . Optimal muscle fiber lengths (L0) 126 were defined as 0 = ⋅ 2.36 ⁄ , where 2.36 is the length in microns of the optimal sarcomere 127 length in guinea fowl muscle (Carr et al., 2011; Llewellyn et al., 2010 tarsometatarsus-phalangeal (TMP) joint, a helical axis and functional joint center were computed 135 from 3D motion capture data of adjacent segment motion (Rubenson et al., 2007) . Ankle joint 136 translation and patella-complex motion was defined as a function of ankle and knee joint angle, 137 respectively (measured from 3D motion capture). The hip joint center was defined by directly 138 digitizing its location with the 3D pointer. Skeletal elements were 3D-scanned to generate bone 139 mesh (.ply) files. The bone model files and muscle-tendon paths were transformed into the 140 relevant B-ACSs that were used to define the final model's joint coordinate systems (JCS; see 141
Supplemental Material for a full definition of B-ACSs and JCSs). 142
143
We measured tendon material properties from two separate animals (1.43 kg; 1.49 kg) of the free 144 common tendon of the lateral, medial and intermedius gastrocnemius muscles (Achilles), and the 145 free tendon from the tibialis cranialis, digital flexor IV and extensor digitorum longus (Bose 146 EnduraTEC, ELectroForce 3200, Framingham, MA, USA). The tendons were programmed to 147 undergo a 5Hz sinusoidal cycle that approximated the duration of the stance phase / swing phase 148 of gait (Rubenson and Marsh, 2009 ). The clamp displacement was programmed to produce force 149 approximating F100max. These data were used to generate muscle-specific tendon load-elongation 150 curves for the tested muscles and to generate a generic (average) load-elongation curve for the 151 1994), and also because it is a value previously adopted in modeling of muscle force (Buchanan 187 et al., 2004; Lloyd and Besier, 2003) . For each simulation, we extracted the normalized active 188 individual fiber force and normalized fiber length for each muscle. Passive muscle lengths were 189 defined as the muscle length at 0% activation. This resulted in 46,800 MTU lengths (Fig. 1B) . 190
These results were analyzed in three ways. 191 To discern whether there are any useful broad patterns of interaction between MTU compliance, 200 (i.e. the ratio of tendon slack length to optimal fiber length, Table 1 Where the muscle length at 50% and 0% activation (normalized to L0 at 100% activation) for 211 this passive length is given by LA50 and LA0 respectively. Main and interaction effects were 212 evaluated with a nested linear mixed effects model (Bates et al., 2015) with ΔL as the dependent 213 variable, muscle as a random factor and activation level (0,25,50,75,100), activation-dependent 214 shift in L0 (0,15 %), passive length of the muscle (A, P, D) as independent factors. Given that 215 activation dependent shifts in the optimal fiber length did not show a main or any interaction 216 effects, the statistical models were run both with and without this factor. Throughout this paper, 217 muscle lengths are reported as normalized by the optimum fiber length at 100% activation, L0100, 218 and forces by maximum force at 100% activation, F100max. 219 
192
Under what combinations of these factors is the force generating capacity of an 224
individual muscle meaningfully altered? Specifically, we asked how compliance and 225 activation-dependent shift in L0 alter muscle operating length and force capacity at high (100%) 226 and low (25%) activation and which combinations of these factors alter the relative force 227 capacity substantially. 228
229
Our second analysis aimed to quantify our results at a finer level of detail. While in the first 230 analysis we binned our data into two compliance levels and three different passive length ranges, 231
here we present the length and force data for each muscle at all simulated passive lengths (9216 232 iterations). Again, we isolated the influence of compliance and activation-dependent shifts in L0 233 by comparing resultant muscle lengths and forces between the three muscle-tendon models 234 (NCNS, CNS, CS). Differences between models with and without compliance isolate the 235 influence of compliance alone. Likewise, differences between models with compliance but with 236 and without activation-dependent shifts in L0 allow us to isolate the contribution of activation-237 dependent shift to changes in operating length and force capacity. Specifically, the contribution 238 of activation-dependent shift in L0 to muscle operating length (ΔL) for a given muscle, passive 239 length and activation level was found by subtracting the muscle length of the CNS condition, 240 LCNS, from that of the CS condition, LCS. 241
The force values for each muscle with no compliance or shift (i.e. non-compliant tendon, NCNS) 243 were found by assuming no change in muscle length across activation levels and scaling the 244 force with activation. For example, for a muscle with a passive length of 0.809 at 100% 245 activation, F100, is 0.726. At 50% activation, the calculated force with no compliance would be 246 0.363 or 247 F50 = 0.5*F100. 248
Since the significance of a change in muscle length or force will vary by context, we chose to 249 present these data in two ways; as absolute changes normalized by maximum force capacity at 250 100% activation (F100max) and as relative changes between models. Absolute changes were 251 plotted for all data points as a function of MTU compliance and passive length normalized to 252 muscle length at 100% activation, L0100 (Fig. 3) . Absolute changes relative to maximal force 253 allowed us to quantify the contribution of each factor as well as painting a more detailed picture 254 of the interaction between these factors and the conditions in which each is most influential. Yet, 255 this approach can obscure the significance of changes at low activations. For instance, at 25% 256 activation, a change in force capacity of 5% of maximum force between models may represent a 257 relative change of anywhere from 20 to 80% of force capacity. To capture these relative effects, 258 we again binned our data, but this time into much smaller bin sizes (steps of 5% of Lo, T/M ratio 259 bins: 0.2 for low compliant muscles and 1 for high) and compared across models as described 260 above (NCNS, CNS, CS). For each bin we calculated the number of samples in each bin and the 261 percent of samples with a greater than 10% difference in force capacity between models. The 262 10% difference is an arbitrary cut-off below which we deemed the activation-compliance effect 263 to be of less importance in dictating muscle function. The percent difference between muscle-264 tendon models was taken from the difference between the forces predicted by each model 265 divided by the force predicted by the less complex model. For example, the percent difference 266 between models with and without compliance (NCNS and CNS), was given by 267
where FCNS and FNCNS are the forces predicted by the CNS model and NCNS models 269
respectively. With this analysis we aimed to identify a threshold of MTU compliance or range of 270 operating lengths where these factors can be safely ignored and the conditions in which simple 271 models that exclude these factors lead to errors. 272 3. What are the functional consequences of these factors? Specifically, how do these 273 activation dependent factors sum over many muscles acting across a joint to influence the 274 posture for maximal force and moment capacity at low activation (25%) and how does 275 this influence compare between a distal and proximal joint? 276
To explore these questions, we compared force and torque generated by the sum of muscles 277 acting across the ankle and the hip. We chose to evaluate the muscles acting across the hip and 278
ankle since on average they are composed of MTU's with very different levels of compliance 279 (T/M Ratio Hip:0.71, Ankle:7.82, Table 2 ) and did not overlap. We chose a consistent 25% 280 activation to match the lowest level of activation used to evaluate our second question above and 281 made it uniform to simplify the analysis. We simulated 25% activation of muscles acting across 282 these joints for each model (NCNS, CNS, CS) through a sweep of hip and ankle postures with 283 knee and TMP angle held constant at standing angles [Ankle and hip angle ranges as described 284
in Fig. 1 the total force and torque acting across each joint as well as the mean moment arm weighted by 286 maximal muscle force, F100max (Fig. 5) . Maximum total muscle force and torque were found for 287 each joint for each model as well as the corresponding joint angle (Table 4 ). For reference, we 288 then calculated the percent difference between these joint angle-dependent values and the force 289 or torque in the standing posture. The goal of this analysis was to provide an estimate of the 290 combined influence of the activation-compliance dependent effects across many muscles at low 291 activation. 292
Results
293
1. On average, how does activation level interact with MTU compliance, passive 294 muscle length and/or activation dependent shifts in optimal fiber length to influence 295 the operating range and force capacity of muscles? 296
We found passive muscle length, activation and MTU compliance influenced how a muscle 297 changes length with increasing activation, while activation dependent shifts in optimal fiber 298 lengths did not (Fig. 3, Table 3 ). There were neither significant main nor interaction effects with 299 activation-dependent shifts in L0. When models were re-run without including activation-300 dependent shifts in L0, we found 3 rd order interaction terms between passive muscle length, 301 activation level and MTU compliance (Table 3 ). This implies that how muscle length changes 302 with activation level differs between muscle of low and high compliance and that this 303 relationship changes with the starting passive length of the muscle. 304
This complex interaction can be seen in Figure 3 . While both high and low compliance muscles 305 become shorter with increasing activation, high compliance muscles show a larger effect. The 306 extent of the effect is also dependent on passive muscle length, with muscles with passive 307 lengths on the descending limb of the force-length curve showing larger length changes with 308 increasing activation for all levels of compliance (Fig. 3) . This is explained on the basis that 309 force capacity on the descending limb, and thus the compliance effect, increases as the muscle 310 shortens towards L0. 311 312 The influence of compliance: Increasing compliance increases how much a muscle shortens with 324 increasing activation. At 100% activation (Fig. 4A) , the change in length can be as high as 40% 325 fiber strain while at 25% activation that decreases to 25% muscle fiber strain (Fig. 4B) . At high 326 activation, the starting passive length which results in the greatest length changes increases with 327 MTU compliance (Fig. 4A , shifting from ~ 1.0 to 1.25 L0) while at low activations the passive 328 length that produces the greatest length changes is less influenced by compliance (Fig. 4B,  329 shifting only from ~ 1.0 to 1.05 L0).The consequence of these length changes on the force 330 capacity depend on the passive muscle length, generally hampering force generation at short 331 passive lengths and amplifying force capacity at long passive lengths (Fig. 4D) . Though, it is 332 interesting to note that change in force capacity does not linearly scale with passive muscle 333 length. At the tails of the force-length curve (short and long extremes), the force effects are 334 smaller due to the decreased force capacity. Thus, the passive length that results in the greatest 335 change in muscle length does not occur at the extremes nor does it align with the length that 336 results in the greatest change in force. The transition between decreasing and increasing force 337 capacity as a result of activation-compliance effects occurs at longer passive muscle lengths for 338 more compliant muscles. At 100% activation, the transition shifts from a normalized length of 1 339 at low compliance to 1.2 for high compliant muscles. The results at 25% activation, again, show 340 similar patterns, but with less dramatic variations (Fig. 4E) . 341
The influence of activation dependent shifts in optimal fiber length: In comparison to the 342 influence of compliance, activation dependent shifts in optimal fiber length result in much 343 smaller changes in normalized muscle length. Muscle lengths change by at most 2% of L0100 344 (Fig. 4C) . Unlike the influence of compliance, though, shifts in optimal fiber length result in 345 longer as well as shorter muscles depending on passive muscle lengths. While intuition may 346 suggest that activation-dependent shifts alone would not alter a muscle's length, the variations 347 are likely the result of muscles finding an equilibrium with the compliant tendon. For a muscle 348 on the ascending limb of the force-length curve, for instance, a shift in the force-length curve to 349 the right decreases its force capacity. This results in the muscle being able to stretch the tendon 350 less. Thus, for any fixed muscle-tendon length, the equilibrium length of the muscle on the 351 ascending limb is longer in the presence of activation-dependent shifts. The opposite effect can 352 be seen on the descending limb (Fig. 4C) , and again, these effects are amplified for more 353 compliant MTU's. 354
355
In contrast to the influence of compliance, which has little effect on the force generating capacity 356 of low compliance muscles, activation-dependent shift in L0 influence the force capacity of 357 muscles of all compliance levels, though the greatest effects are still seen in the most compliant 358 MTU's. Activation-dependent shifts in L0 can result in both decreased and increased force 359 capacity, depending on passive muscle length and compliance. In general, muscles with passive 360 lengths less than ~1.1 L0 decrease force capacity in the presence of activation-dependent shifts 361 while muscles above a normalized length of 1.1 L0 increase force capacity. The magnitude ofthe change in force capacity with shift matches or exceeds the influence of compliance at 25% 363 activation. 364
In summary, at high activation, compliance results in muscle strain up to 40%. These changes 365 result in increases of force capacity for muscles on the descending limb of the force-length curve 366 (up to 60% of maximum force, Fmax) and decreases on the ascending limb (of up to 80% of 367 maximum muscle force capacity). Muscle force is most sensitive to compliance effects on the 368 shallow ascending limb (Ls~0.7-0.9) or the middle descending limb (Ls~1.2-1.3) of the force-369 length curve. At low activations, though activation-dependent shifts in L0 result in only small 370 changes in muscle length (at most 1-2% strain), they have a larger effect on force capacity than 371 compliance (Fig. 4F vs Fig. 4E ) since the peak of the force-length curve is changing relative to 372 the muscle length. While the influence of activation-dependent shifts in L0 on force capacity 373 decreases with compliance, for muscles with no tendon, they can be as high as 5% of maximum 374 force capacity. 375 376
Which combinations of these factors alter the relative force capacity by more than 10%? 377
Influence of compliance: The range of passive lengths that result in a change of force capacity 378 increases with compliance and activation, as expected. For the most compliant MTU's, 88% of 379 starting passive muscle lengths result in a change in force capacity that is greater than 10% (Fig.  380   5A ). While our data does not allow us to fully quantify the space, it does allow us to isolate 381 regions of high and low sensitivity to compliance. For instance, at both 100 and 25% activation, 382 all MTU's with a T/M ratio of as low at 0.8 show a meaningful (>10%) influence of compliance 383 on force capacity when the muscle's initial passive length is between 0.7 and 0.75 L0 (Figs.  384   5A&B ). Thus, even low compliance MTU's have a region of operating lengths wherecompliance meaningfully influences force capacity. There also exists a trough of influence where 386 compliance and AD shifts of L0 have little influence on force capacity. The location of this 387 trough varies with MTU compliance, though, shifting slightly to longer muscle lengths with 388 increasing compliance. For example, MTU's with a T/M ratio of 1.2 show no change in force 389 capacity with compliance when operating at 1.05 L0, while the passive length that has the 390 smallest influences on the force capacity of the most compliant muscles is closer to 1.15 at 25% 391 activation and 1.25 at 100% (Fig. 5C) . 392
Influence of activation-dependent shifts in L0: Unlike the influence of compliance, activation-393 dependent shifts alter the force capacity of muscles of all levels of compliance. While 394 compliance had very little influence on the force capacity for muscles with very little tendon, 395 activation-dependent shifts in L0 resulted in changes in force capacity of over 10% for muscles 396 with no tendon (T/M ratio = 0) across half of the operating range, primarily at lengths on the 397 ascending limb. Again, the influence increased with increasing compliance, such that for the 398 most compliant muscles activation-dependent shifts in L0 resulted in changes in force capacity 399 for all muscles across 95% of the possible initial passive lengths of the muscle. The trough of 400 influence for activation-dependent shifts in L0 followed similar patterns to that for compliance, 401 with minimal effect on force for stiff MTU's at lengths of 1.05 and for compliant muscles at 402
403
To summarize, at high activation compliance considerably changes the force capacity for 404 muscles with a T/M ratio over 2 at nearly all passive lengths (95%). While change in force 405 capacity increases with compliance, all muscles with low compliance (i. 
. The influence of compliance (at 100% (a) and 25% activation (b)) and AD shifts in L0 on force production [at 25% activation,(c)] as a function of MTU compliance and passive (pre-activation) muscle length. Color designates the percent of results that saw a greater than 10% change in force production between models. Circle size represents the number of samples per bin. Y-axis is non-linear to ease visualization of results at low MTU compliance. Stars represent average compliance and operating length of the muscles acting at the hip (grey) and ankle (red) in CNS (b) and CS (c) conditions
Influence of compliance: As expect, compliance has less of an effect on the force capacity for 415 muscles acting at the hip than for more distal muscles acting at the ankle. Table 4 ). 433 Table 4 In a standing posture, muscles acting act the hip, since they operate on the ascending limb, are 440 shifted further away from optimal length when an activation-dependent shift in L0 is added to 441 the model and show a decrease in force and moment capacity (Δforce:-4%, Δmoment:-9%, Fig.  442 6A solid red line). The ankle, though, operates on the plateau of the force-length curve (~1.06) 443 and its force capacity increases slightly (Δforce:1.5%, Δmoment:+9%) when an activation-444 dependent shift in L0 is added to the model (Fig. 6A, dashed red line) . 445
. A comparison of functional influence of three different muscle-tendon models: No compliance No Shift
(NCNS), Compliance but No Shift (CNS) and Compliance and Shift (CS
In summary, at the hip, compliance decreases force capacity slightly more than AD shifts in L0 446
(-5% and -4%, respectively) in a standing posture, with both effects being small. At the ankle, 447 compliance increases the force generated at the ankle substantially (+26%), while activation- Our results also show that the most common effect of compliance is a leftward shift on the force-480 length curve leading to shorter muscle lengths and a decrease in force capacity. Since muscles, 481 on average, operate on the ascending limb, increasing activation shortens muscles further below 482 L0 as the tendon stretches with greater force generation. The exception is for muscles that start at 483 passive lengths longer than L0 Under this condition, the result is an increase in force capacity as 484 the compliant muscle's fibers shorten towards L0, though some muscle lengths can shorten 485 beyond L0, first increasing and then decreasing force capacity. It is also notable that the average 486 effect of activation-dependent shifts in L0 generally mirror those described above for 487 compliance, although with much smaller effects. Thus, on average, the effects of compliance 488 dominates activation-dependent changes in operating lengths. 489 490 Finally, by comparing results that average across muscles acting at the hip (low compliance) 491 with those acting at the ankle (high compliance), we show that more compliant tendons will 492 generally amplify the effects described above. Given the proximal-distal gradient of compliance, 493 this analysis suggests that proximal muscles will show little activation-compliance effect 494 whereas distal muscles will be more significantly influenced. In summary, if specific knowledge 495 of a muscle's fiber, tendon and joint characteristics are lacking, the average data provide a 496 cursory prediction of the most likely influence of compliance and activation-dependent shifts in 497 L0 on muscle force-length operating ranges. As muscles increase activation, they will shorten 498 further away from L0 and generate less force than would be predicted by a linear force-activation 499 relationship. This effect increases with compliance and muscle passive length (up to L0). 500
Activation dependent shifts in L0 amplify this effect, but only minimally. However, these 501 generalizations should be used with caution because, as we will detail in the following sections, 502 they are error prone and can obscure the highly variable effect of compliance and/or activation-503 dependent shifts in L0 on functionally-relevant changes in length and force capacity. While the analysis of average behavior paints results with a wide brush, it fails to capture the 508 complex interactions between the muscle's starting passive length, compliance and activation-509 dependent shifts in L0. While there are trends in these interactions, it is important to emphasize 510 that they are not broad. These relationships are very sensitive to a muscle's passive length and 511 have large continuous gradients that shift with MTU compliance. Thus, small changes in the 512 initial passive length can result in a large change in activation-compliance-dependent force 513 capacity that generalizations fail to capture. For instance, while averages suggest that activation-514 dependent shifts in L0 have little influence on force capacity, this more detailed analysis shows 515 that they can decrease or increase force capacity by as much as 15% of F100max, resulting in a 516 relative change of over 60% in force capacity at low activations. Likewise the average analysis 517 underrepresented the extent of compliance on muscle length, which can be drastic, resulting in 518 changes of up to 40% of L0. This is commensurate with the largest muscle strains seen in 519 dynamic, high power movements (Askew and Marsh, 2002 ). Here we show this in a fixed-end 520 'isometric' contraction. Further, while the 'average' analysis concluded only a small effect of 521 activation on muscle length in non-compliant muscles, this more detailed analysis highlighted 522 that there is no abrupt threshold of MTU compliance below which the effects disappear. Rather 523 there is a non-linear continuous gradient with compliance that varies across muscle operating 524 lengths. There are regions of the force-length curve in which muscles are most sensitive to 525 compliance and there are troughs of influence where these factors have little effect on force 526 capacity. These regions are hard to predict, though, because the magnitude and location of these 527 areas of high and low sensitivity shift with compliance level. Thus, rather than being able to 528 provide an accurate rule of thumb for how and when compliance will alter a muscle's force 529 generating capacity, we identify conditions in which the effect is most drastic, the variables that 530 are most influential, and provide a guide for the possible errors in predicting muscle function if 531 muscle-tendon properties are not known. 532 533 While, on average, changes in muscle length were greatest for muscles starting at passive lengths 534 closer to optimal fiber length, L0, the influence of compliance on force capacity does not follow 535 suit. The length at which we see the greatest change in force shifts with MTU compliance. On 536 the ascending limb, stiff MTU's show the greatest drop in force at the shortest passive lengths 537 (dark blue regions of Fig. 4d ), while compliant muscles see the greatest change when muscles 538 start at passive lengths just short of optimal fiber lengths (yellow regions of Fig. 4d ). While it is 539 fair to say that compliance will always decrease the force generating capacity of muscles with 540 passive lengths on the ascending limb, the non-linear interactions between activation and 541 compliance make any approximations of the magnitude of the effect potentially inaccurate. 542
Depending on passive muscle length, the influence of compliance could decrease a muscle's 543 force capacity on the ascending limb anywhere from zero to 80%. While these numbers are 544 striking, this isn't even the region of the force-length curve that is most sensitive to the effects of 545 compliance. The region of most variability extends from just short of the plateau region of the 546 force-length curve and down a portion of the descending limb. For muscles within this region, at 547 100% activation compliance can result in either a decrease of or increase in force capacity of 548 well over 50% of F100max, depending on the passive length. It is important to emphasize that 549 these conditions in which we see the greatest influence of activation on operating length are not 550 unusual. Within this region of highest variability are conditions we typically regard as 'optimal', 551 on or near the plateau. Thus, surprisingly, across the region of the force-length curve we 552 typically view force as relatively insensitive to length changes (i.e. the plateau), we find the area 553 of greatest sensitivity to activation-compliance effects. In summary, compliance results in 554 activation dependent changes in the operating length and force capacity of muscles, the 555 maximum values of which increase with increasing compliance. On the ascending limb, force 556 capacity decreases with increasing compliance and passive muscle length. On the plateau or 557 descending limb, the story is much more complex and force capacity can either increase or 558 decrease depending on compliance and initial passive muscle length. Thus, at a muscle function 559 level we show that even in "isometric" conditions, the muscle-tendon unit is really 'dynamic' 560 with changes in muscle length, force capacity and activation requirements. One cannot 561 accurately assume force increases proportionally with activation; the activation-force 562 relationship is far from linear. Instead, it is likely a complex interaction of activation, muscle 563 passive length and MTU compliance. This interaction, although not well understood, suggests 564 great computational complexity for neural control of muscle force production. 565
566
The influence of activation-dependent shifts in L0 on force capacity generally follows a similar 567 pattern as described for compliance, increasing with increasing compliance. Again, this can be 568 explained by the dynamic nature of these interactions. The changes in force capacity that come 569 with a shift in L0 result in larger length changes in more compliant MTU's, which result in 570 further force changes. While these effects can be small in magnitude (less than 5% of maximum 571 force capacity for T/M ratio < 2), at low activation, this can represent a relatively large change in 572 force capacity (over 20%). In fact, at low activation, the influence of activation-dependent shifts 573 in L0 is as important, if not more important, than compliance effects in determining a muscle's 574 force capacity. Further, there is only a narrow region of muscle lengths that result in 'no 575 influence'; thus, the contribution of activation-dependent shifts in L0 are more ubiquitous than 576 our average analysis suggested, substantially altering the force capacity across a wide range of 577 MTU compliance and operating lengths at low activations. In summary, this analysis allows us 578 to provide information on what the most important variables are for accurately predicting muscle 579 force. Compliance is more important than activation-dependent shifts in L0 at high activation, 580 while both significantly alter the force capacity at low activation levels. that for all but a narrow band of passive lengths, muscles show significant force deficits with 590 compliance. More striking is that even muscles with relatively short tendons (tendons shorter 591 than the muscle optimal fiber length, T/M rations lower than one) have regions of passive lengths 592 on the ascending limb where compliance result in significant changes in force capacity. This 593 implies that even low levels of compliance can significantly alter force capacity in some 594 conditions and that models that ignore or do not accurately define compliance should be 595 interpreted cautiously. More optimistically, muscle models that include compliance but ignore 596 activation-dependent shifts in L0 should capture the most dominant factors when simulating 597 muscles at high activations. But in cases where muscles are at submaximal activation (i.e. many 598 activities), ignoring activation-dependent shifts in L0 could lead to errors that mirror those of 599 non-compliant models; in general forces on the ascending limb are overestimated and those on 600 the descending limb underestimated. 601
602
What are the functional consequences of compliance / activation-dependent shifts in 603 L0? 604
While the major focus of this paper is to understand in detail the influence of compliance and 605 activation-dependent shifts in L0 on muscle operating lengths and force capacity, we also make a 606 first pass at assessing their possible functional influence. We do this in a task where our 'static' 607 analysis is most applicable, namely in a standing posture. 608 609 First, consistent with results from our other analyses, we find that force in the hip muscles, which 610 shorten down the ascending limb, decrease when both compliance and activation-dependent 611 shifts in L0 are included in the muscle models, whereas forces in the ankle muscles, which 612 shorten up the descending limb, increase with the addition of activation dependent effects. This 613 is also consistent with our finding that activation dependent effects generally have a larger 614 influence on more compliant MTU's. Models that include both activation dependent effects have 615 a greater influence of 'optimal force-generating posture' at the ankle than at the hip. 616 Surprisingly, though, the influence of activation-dependent shifts in L0 are greater for muscles 617 acting at the hip than those acting at the ankle, despite our results which show that activation-618 dependent shifts generally have larger effects for more compliant muscles. This emphasizes two 619 take home points from this study. 1) Muscles with very little tendon are not immune to non-620 linear activation dependent effects, and 2) as stated previously, the magnitude of activation-621 dependent effects are very sensitive to the lengths at which the muscles operate. Here, the 622 muscles acting across the ankle fall into a trough of influence in the plateau region where 623 activation-dependent shifts in L0 have little impact (red star, Fig. 5c ), while the muscles acting at 624 the hip operate on the ascending limb in a region of relatively high influence (grey star Fig. 5c ). 625
Thus, again, we emphasize how highly sensitive activation-dependent effects are to muscle 626 passive lengths and how broad generalizations can lead to erroneous conclusions. 627
628
In a previous study, we also asked whether animals utilize postures that maximize torque 629 capacity during walking and/or running. These analyses concluded that they did not, but were 630 based on simpler muscle models that did not incorporate activation dependent effects 631
[compliance or activation-dependent shifts in L0 (Hutchinson et al., 2015) ]. This previous study 632 also did not separate the roles of length-dependent muscle force capacity and muscle moment 633 arms in dictating the effect of joint posture on moment capacity. Several experiments have 634
shown that peak isometric muscle force and moment arms do not necessarily coincide with the 635 joint angle that generates peak muscle or joint moments (Hoy et al., 1990 ; Lieber and Boakes, 636 1988a). Whether muscle force or moment arms have the largest contribution to peak moment is 637 variable. For example, for the same muscle (bi-articular frog semitendinosus), force capacity 638 dictates the muscle's peak knee joint moment (Lieber and Boakes, 1988b) , but the muscle's 639 moment arm dictates the moment-angle profile at the hip (Lieber and Shoemaker, 1992) . How 640 length-dependent force capacity and muscle moment arms influence observed postures remains 641 poorly understood. 642
643
If we assume that models that incorporate both compliance and activation-dependent shifts in L0 644 accurately capture muscle dynamics in this species and a conservative 25% muscle activation, 645 we do find some evidence for muscle-tendon mechanics and posture operating in concert. 646
Notably, we find that at the ankle, animals stand with a posture that maximizes both force and 647 joint moment, accommodating the strain in the muscle that occurs due to the high compliance of 648 its MTUs. These could offer support to the long-held theory that muscles operate at a length that 649 minimize force losses arising from their force-length relationship (Azizi, 
